Cycle A

Drawing Painting

Autumn
Fruit
and
Veg.

DRAWING:
Observe, looking
for lines and
shapes and then
draw and shade
various fruits
and vegetables.
On an outline of
a face create a
picture of a face
in the style of
Archimboldo

PAINTING:
Block painting
making as many
tones as possible
(PK)
Paint tomato and
other bits on their
pizza.

Textile/Coll Digital
ageYear 1/2 Media
Art
Cycle A
TEXTILE AND
COLLAGE:
Fabric Collage work
Use various bits of
materials and
drawings to create a
collage of a pizza eg:
yellow foam for
pineapple, circles of
felt and sticky spots
for salami wool or
wood shavings for
cheese etc

DIGITAL:
Edited Photographs
Photograph their
pizza to make a
picture either
photoshop or cut
out and stick onto
a picture of a pizza
box to make an
advertisement for
their pizza.

Print
making

3D

Artists

PRINT MAKING:
Print using a
variety of
vegetables to
make a
decorative
placemat.
Link with DT:
Print a Santa that
is going to go up
and down a
chimney.

3D:
Roll out a piece of
salt dough and
use as the base
for a collage
pizza.

ARTISTS:
Archimboldo
Link with DT:
Food
A slider Santa
going up and
down the chimney
or a pop up
puppet Santa.
Links with DT:
Sliders, Levers and
Free standing
Structures
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Spring
Around
Barton

Summe
r

DRAWING:
Observe lines
and shapes and
then draw
various
structures and
buildings eg:
houses,
churches,
bridges.
Look at
brickwork
patterns and use
templates to
draw and shade
their own
patterns.
DRAWING:
Draw and
shapes various
plants and
flowers and
trees using The
Art For Kids Hub.

PAINTING:
Paint a picture of the
Humber Bridge.
Build on this picture
to develop
techniques such as a
wash sky and water
in the style of Van
Gogh
Paint other buildings
around Barton

TEXTILE AND
WEAVING:
Using small weaving
frames use various
types of fabric and
wools to create a
woven piece using
colours of the
Humber Bank.

DIGITAL:
Take photographs
around Barton to
create a montage.

PAINTING:
Look at the
sunflower painting of
Van Gogh.
Make a painting of a
sunflower using very
thick paint the create

TEXTILE AND
COLLAGE:
Tissue blossom on
Cherry Tree.
Paper Collage leaf
designs in the style
of Matisse.

DIGITAL MEDIA:

PRINTING:

PRINTING:
Finger print
cherry blossom

3D:
Transform
everyday trash
into magic trash
(TG)
https://www.arth
istorykids.com/bl
og/172
In groups create
sculptures of
some of the
buildings in
Barton using card
board boxes and
various ‘junk.’

Van Gogh,
someone who
makes collages.

3D:
Make a model of
a simple tree
using soft wire
and paper mache.
Add scrunched up
tissue blossom.

ARTISTS
Van Gogh
Sakura
George Seurat
Patrick Guyton
Matisse

Links with DT:
Free standing
structure.

Links with DT:
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Plants,
trees
and
flowers

Observe and
draw a
sunflower.

a Van Gogh style
texture.
Look at the work
Patrick Guyton and
Sakura
Paint the shape of a
cherry tree and then
finger paint in a
pointillism style the
blossom.

Levers?
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Cycle B

Drawing

Painting

Textile/Collage Digital
Media

Print
making

3D

Artists

Autumn

DRAWING:
Observe looking for
lines and shapes and
then draw and
shade faces possibly
cartoon style would
be easiest for this
age group.)
Look at portraits by
Tyree, Seurat and
Van Gogh.
Take a line for a
walk

PAINTING:
Look at the work
of various portrait
painters.
Look at the work
of Hokusai who
painted huge
portraits
Paint in the
shapes created
on their line for a
walk pictures.
Paint in the
shapes on their
printed patterns.
Paint their poppy

TEXTILE AND COLLAGE

PRINT MAKING
Printing using
corrugated
cardboard
prints.

3D
Make a poppy
on a stick using
salt dough and
cotton wool
buds.
Or a salt Dough
face. This could
be covered in
tin foil to make
a relief
sculpture.

ARTISTS:
Tyree,
Van Gough
Seurat
Paul Klee
Hosukia

Mainly
Faces

DIGITAL
MEDIA
Take
photograph of
a classmate.
Cut in half and
then complete
the picture.

Links the DT:
Make a pop up
Santa and learn
how to join the
fabric to the
paper cup
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Spring
Looking at
Patterns

Summer
Abstract Art
and
Animals/Sea
Creatures

DRAWING:
Draw and shade
their own Kandinsky
patterns.

PAINTING:
Look at the work
of Paul Klee and
paint their own
repeated patterns
in his style.
Paint Kandinsky
style pictures.

TEXTILE AND WEAVING:
Make a material collage of
a repeated pattern design
out of various materials.
Cut circles of materials
possibly felt to create a
Kandinsky concentric circle
design.

DIGITAL:

PRINTING:
Design and print
a piece of
wrapping paper
or and Easter
card

DRAWING:
Observe lines and
shapes and then
draw and shade
various animals/ sea
creatures

PAINTING:
Look at the action
art of Jackson
Pollock.
Create action art
of their own on a
large and small
scale.
Look at the work
of Esther
Mahlangu and
paint their own
designs.

TEXTILE AND COLLAGE:

DIGITAL
MEDIA:

PRINTING:

3D:
Look at
examples of
Islamic tiles.
Make their own
tiles using salt
dough and
pasta. Make
rubbings or tin
foil relief
pictures.
3D:

Kandinsky
Islamic Artists
Alhambra
Palace.

ARTISTS
Jackson Pollock
Esther Mahlangu
Links with DT:
Wheels, axles
and joining.
A Beach Hut that
would have been
pulled into the
sea
Links with
English- Magic
Grandad
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